
Announcements
•No class on Monday
•Reading for Wed: p.160-166 (switched)
•HW 3 due Monday
•Midterm: e-mail work?

–Will be on web site ~9AM on Monday
–Have until 5PM Monday to finish it and return 
it
–Should take 2 hours or less
–Covers through Goldschmidt’s Rules
–Can use lecture notes and textbook



Overview

• Concentration units
• Major vs. trace elements
• Mole fraction vs. concentration
• Bulk distribution coefficient
• Example



Goldschmidt’s Rules: general guidelines

Cation AX+: 

Radius = RA
Charge = X

Cation BY+: 

Radius = RB
Charge = Y

RA ~ RB

KA ~ KB

+2 +2

If charges are 
the same (X = Y) 
but radii are 
different

If radii are the same 
but charges are 
different (X > Y)• Partition coefficient: 

KD or D (mineral-melt)

KD
A = [A]mineral/[A]melt

KD
B = [B]mineral/[B]melt

RA ~ RB

KA > KB

RA > RB

KA < KB
+3 +2

+2+2



Major-Minor-Trace

• Major elements: >1.0 wt%
• Minor elements: 0.1 – 1.0 wt%
• Trace elements: <0.1 wt%

• Why would we use trace elements in 
geochemistry?

• What are the trace elements of interest?



Major ElementsMajor Elements
Note magnitude of major Note magnitude of major 
element changeselement changes

How does fractional How does fractional 
crystallization or partial crystallization or partial 
melting affect these melting affect these 
elements?  elements?  

The total mass of crystals / The total mass of crystals / 
melt?melt?

Figure 8-2. Harker variation diagram for 
310 analyzed volcanic rocks from Crater 
Lake (Mt. Mazama), Oregon Cascades. 
Data compiled by Rick Conrey (personal 
communication). From Winter (2001) An From Winter (2001) An 
Introduction to Igneous and Metamorphic Introduction to Igneous and Metamorphic 
Petrology. Prentice Hall.Petrology. Prentice Hall.



Major Element BehaviorMajor Element Behavior
The concentration of a The concentration of a majormajor element in a element in a 
phase is usually buffered by the system, so phase is usually buffered by the system, so 
that it varies little in a phase as the system that it varies little in a phase as the system 
composition changescomposition changes

At a given T we could vary At a given T we could vary 
XXbulkbulk from 35 from 35 →→ 70 % 70 % 
Mg/Fe without changing the Mg/Fe without changing the 
composition of the melt or composition of the melt or 
the olivinethe olivine



Units of trace element Units of trace element 
concentrations?concentrations?

How does fractional How does fractional 
crystallization or partial crystallization or partial 
melting affect these elements?  melting affect these elements?  

The total mass of crystals / The total mass of crystals / 
melt?melt?

Figure 9Figure 9--1.1. Harker Diagram for Crater Lake. From data Harker Diagram for Crater Lake. From data 
compiled by Rick compiled by Rick ConreyConrey. From Winter (2001) An Introduction . From Winter (2001) An Introduction 
to Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology. Prentice Hall.to Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology. Prentice Hall.

Trace ElementsTrace Elements



Units of concentration

• Weight % (usually of oxide) = g / g
100*(x g Na2O / 1 g melt)

• Parts per million (usually element) = µg / g
200 g Ni / 1000000 g melt = 
0.0002 g Ni / 1 g melt = 
0.02 mg Ni / 1 g melt = 200 ppm Ni



Trace element concentrations are in the 
Henry’s Law region of concentration, so 
their activity varies in direct relation to 
their concentration in the system

Thus if XNi in the system doubles the XNi
in all phases will double



Exchange equilibrium of a component Exchange equilibrium of a component ii between between 
two phases (solid and liquid)two phases (solid and liquid)

ii (liquid)(liquid) = = ii (solid)(solid)

eqeq. 9. 9--22 K =           =K =           =

K =K = equilibrium constantequilibrium constant

a a solidsolid

a a liquidliquid
ii

ii

γγ XX solidsolid

γγ XX liquidliquid
ii

ii

ii

ii



• For dilute solutions (ie, trace elements) can 
substitute D for KD:

D =

Where CS = the concentration of some 
element in the solid phase

CCSS

CCLL



• incompatible elements are concentrated in 
the melt 

(KD or D)  « 1

• compatible elements are concentrated in 
the solid 

KD or D » 1



Bulk distribution coefficient

1.1. Convert to Convert to weightweight % minerals  (% minerals  (WWolol WWcpxcpx etc.)etc.)

2.2. Use equation Use equation eqeq.  9.  9--4:           4:           DDii =  =  ΣΣ WWAA DDii

and the table of D values for Rb and Sr in each mineral and the table of D values for Rb and Sr in each mineral 
to calculate the bulk distribution coefficientsto calculate the bulk distribution coefficients
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